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I ART I. 
OEGMIC OXYGBU AlfglSEPSIGS 
Introduction 
It lias long been fcnov;n that hydrogen peroxide 
and certain of its derivatives have strong antiseptic 
properties. The compounds ox tliis type so far laiovm, 
find application onl'^' for external use. It v;ouia h& 
highly desirable to prepare a pero::cide possessing the 
saiae "bactericidal action but to a somsr/liat lesser de­
grees Such a Goni''?ortrj.c'. nii'^ht lend vain a'"'Is 0.1 d in coin-
bating pathogenic organisiaB, especially if it was suita­
ble for internal us6<» 
As the result of attemptl- to prepare new ozrygen 
antiseptics, an investigation has been rjiade of the re­
action betxveen some typical organic peroxides and the 
Gr i .gnar d re a ge nt, 
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Heaction does not talse place with every peroxide, 
ena the rate of reaction varies appreciably with differ­
ent peroxides. The following is a general expression of 
the course of reaction: 
I?OOR + H'MgZ EOH' + HOllgX (I) 
V/uyts (1) has reported an analogous reaction between 
disulfides and the Grignerd reagent. Studicn have been 
made on the reaction between hydrogen peroxide and organo-
magnesium halides. Oddo (2) obtained a variety of alco­
hols from the reaction between a concentrated hydrogen 
peroxide solution in water and alicylraagneslum halides. 
I)urand and Haves (3) got an SQ/i yield of phenylhydroxyl-
amine from the reaction between bromomagnesium aniline 
(CaHglMlIgBr) and hydrogen peroxide. Inorganic peroxides 
with phenylmafnesium bromide give phenol in a yield smaller 
than that obtained from dry oxygen (4). 
V'ith equivfilent molecular quantities of diben^:oyl 
peroxide and compo^.md the splitting reaction repre­
sented in (I) takes place. VHien an excess of Grignard 
1. ?/uyts, Bull. SCO, chim., 3b, 156 (1906). He predicted 
a like reaction with diselcnides and also probably 
v/ith peroxides. 
2. Oddo and Binacrhi, Gass. chim. ital., LI, II, 243 (1921). 
C. A. 15, 14E4 (1922). 
3. Jurand and ITaves, Compt. rend., 180, rj21 (1925). 
4. Unpublished results of work done by Agnes V/ood« 
reagent is used the phenj?! benxoate that is first formed 
undergoes the normal reaction of esters and EMgZ compounds 
and a tertiary alcohol (5) is formed, namely, triphenyl 
carbinol. Gelissen and Hermans (6) found recently that a 
small amount of phenyl "benzoate in addition to other coin~ 
pounds is o'ctained when dibenzoyl peroxide is heated in 
benzene. Hov/oTer, all experiments in this ^ ^'ork with dihen-
zoyl pero:?ide were carried out at lov; temperatures {0" to 
-5®) because of the vigor of the reaction. Significant 
quantities of phenol were also obtained. 
Succinic peroxide (7) underwent no reaction with pheny 
magnesium bromide. This may be due in large part to the 
insolubility of this peroxide in solvents that are insen­
sitive towards KMgZ compounds, i'tternpts to force the re­
action at moderately elevated temperatures invariably re­
sulted in rapid decompositions that approximated mild ex­
plosions. 
Li, Although good yields of tertiary alcohols are obtain­
able, the reaction merits little consideration from 
a synthetic viewpoint. Un published results rhov/ that 
acid chlorides, from which peroxides are prepared 
either directl;; or indirGotly, give better yields of 
tertiary alcohols vvhen treated with SligZ compounds. 
6. Gelissen and Hermans, Ber., 68, 285 (192L) 
7. The author -.viehss to express his aopreciaticn to 
Predcrick Stearns and Co-, of Detroit for ample sup­
plies of this compoundE. 
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Triacetone peroxide with an excess of phenylmag-
nesium bromide gave, in addition to a large amount of 
phenol, the tertiary alcohol that results from the re­
action between acetone and phenylmagnesium "bromide. 
Diethyl peroxide underv/ent an unusual reaction in 
the sense that large amounts of diphcnyl ?«ere formed. 
However, the typical splitting reaction (I) also took 
place, diethyl peroxide is not to be confused v;ith the 
ether peroxide (CHsCiE)fOOH)(OCgHs)) described by Clover 
(8) in his work on the autoxidation of ether. This perox­
ide or its products of deeoraposition (acetalcehyde, in 
particular) give secondary alcohols with Grignard reagents 
(4). 
Triphenylmethyl pero3cide does not react to any ap­
preciable extent Tinder ordinary conditions with phenyl-
raa^esiuin bromide. V/lien the reaction is carried out at 
elevated temperatures the triphen^^lmethyl peroxide under­
goes the known high temperature rearrangement to tetra-
phenyl-sym-dipheno3cyethane ({GaHg ) gC{OCaEs) - ) g. It is 
interesting to recall in this oonneetion thu,t vVuyts (1), 
in some preliminary experiments, found no reaction be-
tv/een the Grignard reagent and disulfides of high molec-
8. Clover, -J. Amer. Chem. See., 44^ 1107 (1922). 
-fc-
uler weiv^'ht like •benzh37clryl disulfide ((C^Hg ) gCHSSCE 
(^aEgla) and bornyl disulfide. 
It has long "been known that oxygen produces chemi-
lumineseence with arylmagnesium halides, in particular (9). 
Those peroxides (dibenzoyl, triacetone and diethyl) that 
react vi th phonylraagnGsiura bromide also give rise to the 
phenomenon of chemiluininescence. 
9. Evane and Jufford, ibid., 4i>, &7b ^ISSS); xiuffcrd, 
Calvert and ITi^htingale, ibid. > 45, Bo68 (1823); 
and, most recently, jJufford, Iiis:htingale and Calvert, 
IMA., 47, 9i3 (1925). 
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ExperifflentsI 
In tlie esrperiments with benzoyl peroxide the 
Grignard reagent was added slowly to a solution of 
the peroxide in "benzene cooled to 0 to -5^. Heaction 
took place at once and the mixture was hydrolysed by-
dilute hydroohloric acid. The ether-benzene layer was 
separated; washed with dilute alkali to remove phenol 
j-:nd benf^oic ecid; dried over scdiian sulfate; concent 
trated by distilling most of the ether and benzene in 
a vacuum; and the products were then worked up by cryst 
lisation or vacuum distillation. The aliiali washings 
were acidified to obtain phenol and bonTioic acid. 
Varying conditions were used for the other perox­
ides. 
All yields are based on the original quantities of 
peroxides. 
- V-
TABLE I. 
REA.CTIOIJ OF PEROXIDES WITH GRIGIIARP REAGENTSt 
?r:EOXli)E MOLES RX COMPOUHD MOLES^  COLiPOIJfJDS FORlvIED (YIELD 9^ ) 
b 
Diben^oyl .416 Bromobonzene .41 Phenyl benzoate (28%); Benzoic acid 
Dibenzoyl .416 BromobenKene .82 Phenyl benzoate (3.6/t) ;Triphenyl corbinol(22; 
Dibenzoyl o • •-V Ethyl br omicle ,2b Ethyl bensoate (10/;)^ 
0 
Dibenzoyl .oes n-Biityl bromide .43 lii-n-butyl phenyl carbinol (78/^) 
Dibenzoyl .C4 Bonzyl eliloride .2 
. f 
Dibenzyl phenyl carbinol (73%) 
Succinic .2 
,09 
Bromobensiene .2 
Triacetone BromobenKens .8 -Jimethyl phenyl carbinol (£5%) Phenol (66/-) 
Jiethyl .c Browobenzene .62 Phenetole Diphenyl (20^^)^ 
[i'ri phenyl-, 
methvl'^ 
.03 Bromoben'-iene ,0b 
-8-
(Footnotes for Table I) 
Tho qu&zitity of i^gX used was approxiinHtel;^ that actu­
ally prosont (Giliaan and lilcCracken, J. >,rr!rr, Chera# 
Soc, 45, 2462 (102S)). 
xlie j^ ield of Ixmaoio ttoic was 70 g* This high 7/ieid 
is due undoubtedly to the hydrolysis of so«e uncmngeci 
bensoyl peroxide. 
la an earlier experiment there ?;as no evidence of 
reaction when phenylmsgnesiiiin oromicie was addecl to an 
equivalent of peroxide in benKsne-ether eolixtion eool~ 
&d hy iiaracrsion in carbon di02:ide snow in ether* 
In another esrperiment, carried out kt sj50ut -5°, 
the procipitatGu reaction product in the red colored 
nediuffl w&s extr.^cted v/ith beni^ene prior to hydrol.ysiso 
Concentretion of this bonzen© solution gave phenyl ben-
zoate. The soli<3 residue after cxtration with bonsene 
was practically pure hromoaiagnos imn ben^o&te (C„JigCO^ 
MgBr), This \v£S detorisined from the v^eight of benzoic 
acid obtained on aeidific&tion, 
bO g» or 98f i  o f  benzo ic  acid WES also obtained, in ad­
dition to 10 g# or 28/t of phenol* rhc phenyl beni^oat© 
was obtsiined from an oil which might have contained, in 
addition, ^Borue benzophenone. 
/. tiO/i yield of triphenyl carbinol w-ao obtt.ineu when 
phenyl bensoate vvaE treated with 4 eqiiivalents of piien.vl-
luagnesiura bromide under the approximate conditions of 
the peroxide cxperiiaent* 
In addition some unchanged benzoyl 'oero:^ide w&c recover­
ed. 
The peroxide in benncne WEE added to the FSMK;! oom.oound, 
and after standing: over night thd rnixture Wius rcfJ.urced 
for c.n hour. 8«l g» or 60/i of benzoic acid v;ee also 
obtained. 
1^*1 r* rt T V3 ^*4- "ytV*•»>.»<.« ^'.-s .• *>J »»••! 4»1,. M> lA V A. M yyc4W> V vui wC'A V* ev 
the product obtained frosi the reaction between ethyi 
bensoate and n-but7^'lraa,?'nesiujtn bromide, ghe constf^nts 
of the tvifo compounds ai^eed: b, 125-126 (7 ras.); ci", 
0.9S19; nx4^, 1.4824. It room teaperttures the terti&ry 
alcohol is n thici: colorleGf; oil. ITie Iscraporaturcs r^ -
corded in this paper aro uncorrected. 
-9« 
f. The dibenzyl phenyl carbinol melted at 84-85° and 
was confirmed by a mixed melting point determination 
with the same compound prepared according to Zlagea 
and Heilms.nn, Ber.» 37, 1456 (1904). 
g» In one experiment, the reaction mixture was refluxed 
in ether for 16 hours. The only product obtained was 
a very small amount of an alicali soluble compound that 
crystallized in long needles and melted at 90-94®. 
0?his compound may have been the monophenyl ester of 
succinic acid. A repeat experiment v/herein refluxing 
was carried out for 12 hours in benzene-ether gave no 
solid product. 
The ether was largely replaced by anisole in a 
third experiment, and after heating for several hours 
at 95® sudden decomposition tooic place. On working up 
the solid reection product a small amount of a solid 
was obtained that mel^ted at 199® when recrystallised 
from acetone, i mixed melting point determination show­
ed this comoount was not ~dihydroxy-'^,«,^,5-tetra-
phenyl butane ({C^E^)^CiQE)CE^CliaC(OE)(C^E^)a). It is 
possible that tho 199" compound may be a dehydration 
product of the dihydroxy butane: namely, tetraphenyl 
butadiene that melts at 202°. 
The obvious inertness of succinic peroxide in its 
reaction with phenylmagnesium bromide is not to be con­
fused with its great insstability at elevated tempera­
tures. In several experimonts a violent explosion took 
place when the reaction mixture was heated between 110-
ISO**, even though the temperature Vi?as not permitted to 
rise above 110®. 
h. Bo reaction takes place in other and the peroxide is re­
covered. In one experiment, benr:ene was added to the 
reection mixture and before most of the ether had been 
removed by distillation violent decomposition set in. 
In a third e^rperiment the ether was replaced in 
large part by anisole. To this solution of the EMgX 
compound there was added an anisole solution of the per­
oxide. The peroxide was added slowly vi/ith stirring be-
caijse of the vigor of ''"h.? reaction. Subsequent to acid 
hydrolysis and alkali extractions to remove phenol, the 
ether layer was vacutim distilled. 
i. The peroxide was added slowly with rapid stirring and 
at room temperature to the ether solution of phenylmag­
nesium bromide. In addition to phenetole and diphenyl. 
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less than one-half a gram of phenol was obtained. 
Phenetole was identified "by its boiling point, densi­
ty, refractive index and a mixed melting point with 
p-nitrophenetole. 
In another experiment where 0.3 moles of perox­
ide and 0,67 moles of phoTiylmagnesium bromide was used, 
of phenetolo and of diphenyl were obtained. 
Diphenyl was identified in both e5:periEients by mixed 
melting pcint determinations. 
After reflnxinj? in an ether-henzene mixture at about 
76° for 5 hours, Qb% of the triphenylmethyl peroxide 
was recovered. In addition, a amell quantity of a 
dark red oil v/as obtained. 
A second experiment was carried out in boiling 
toluene for four hours. The chief product obtained 
after hydrolysis was tetr&phenyl-syiii-diprienozyethane. 
This was identified hy a mixed melting point \vith the 
same compound prepared according to V.'ieiand, Bor., 44, 
2550 (1911). The residual red oil in the first run 
very probablj^ conttjined this compound. 
-11-
SnilEmmiili X'.IivTm Pi^ RQKXPE 
Several formulas have been proposed for hydrogen 
pero3cide'. Closely related to these are the formulas 
suggested for organic peroxides. In his study of the 
reaction between hydrogen peroxide and ELIgX compounds, 
Oddo (2) has considered the following formulas for hydro­
gen peroxide: 
H- 0- 0- H H- Oi 0- II 0= 0=H . 
(A) (3) (C) 
Oddo admits that no decisive answer concerning the con­
stitution of hydrogen peroxide can be made as yet* On the 
basis of his worlc he inclines to7/ards formulas (3) and (C). 
He postulates with (B) and one molecule of HlgX compound 
the following hypothetical addition compound: 
(M^)HO=OH(R) 
In this connection, Gelissen and Hermans (10) have 
directed attention very recently to some analogies between 
organic perosrides and a^o compounds. Their correlations 
would probably support formulas (A) and (3), and because of 
the unsaturated nature of the a.'^o groupinr? preference might 
be given to (3). 
The only peroxide in the present study that may be in^ 
terpreted as having formula (3) is dietiiyl peroxide. The 
10. Geliscen and Hermans, 3er., 58, 984 (192b). 
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TinuBual quantities of diphenyl formed in the reaction be­
tween diethyl peroxide and phenylmagnesixun "bromide suggest­
ed at onoe that an analogy might truly exist "between perox­
ides and azo compounds (11)» Oilman and Pickens (13) found 
thSit the following' resctxcii tB-lces plcice ustwesn £.?^obemjene 
and phenylmagnesium bromide: 
CgEsK « HCaEg •  ECaHjMgBr CoKsUIMgBr)iI(MgBr)-}•  
C„Hs.CsHs ...(II) 
If v:b Edmit the correctness of Oddo's conjeotura that 
addition of EllgX may take place to hydrogen peroxide, and 
if we admit also the correctness of the analogy bet-K.'een per­
oxides and azo coiiioo -iids roads by Gclisssii aiifi LoiTiiaiis, thsn 
the following reaction may occur between fiiethyl peroxide 
and phenylmagnesium bromide: 
O^HeO-OCgHs ^ ECsHgHgBr O^E^O = G-C^Hs CaHg .C«Eg .,. {III) 
r 7 
MgBr IIgI3r 
Certain it is that diethyl peroxide behaves differentl;i' 
towards HllgX compounds than the other peroxides. The form£i-
tion of phenetole shows that some of the splitting reaction 
of (I) occurs. However, none of the other peroxides gave 
11. Porter and Steel, J. Amer. Chem. £oc., 42, 2650 fl920), 
found that the quantity of diphenyl present in the pre­
paration of phenylmagnesium bromide is not altered by 
passing oxygen through the ether solution 
12. G-ilman and Piciiens, unoabiishGd voxY.. 
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anj? more than the usual quantities of diphenyl fo-an6 in 
an ordinary preparation of phonylmapnesiiin bromide. Fur­
thermore, the quantity of phenol obtrineo in the experi­
ments th dieths'l peroxide is that norrnally found in the 
customary preparation of phen^'-lrnagnesiurn bromiec (4,11), 
Sibenzoyl and triaoetone peroxides g:Gve decidedly signifi­
cant quantities of phenol. • The formation of phenol from 
these tv.'0 pero7:ides is very probably di^e in large part to 
the reaction between phonyLrnaxneaiura bromide and the inter­
mediate compounds containing the phenoxy (-OCellg) group, 
euch as phenyl bensioate when diben:^oyl perojrido is used. 
The absence of any ccnclusive evidence for the direct oxi­
dation of compounds ( such as is observed when orygen 
or air is used) would militate against formula (C) (13)« 
The follOT/inv?: reaction takes place between pero>d.deB 
and the Grignard reagent: BOOB + R'MgX ROH' + ROMgZ, 
The unusual quantities of diphenyl formed in the reaction 
between diethyl peroxide and phenylmagnesium bromide suggest 
a correspondence in structure betv/een this peroxide and azo 
compounds. 
The possible importance of nev; peroxides as antiseptics 
has been discussed. 
lo. An aid to the solution of this problem may be found in 
the studies noiv in progress on the reaction between sul-
fenic esters (R-3-0-S) and the Grignard reagent. 
P/RT II. 
The first member of the series knowii as aliphatic 
• I'iazo Coinpoiincls and having the general fomula EgC == ITg 
•was prepared by Schiff ana Ileissen (1) in 1881; nariely, di-
aso camphor from camphoriinide. The;; did not appreciate the 
|, true nature of the corapounci, so it remained for Curtius 
to demonstrate the existence of this very interesting class 
of compounds. 
In 158S Ourtius (2) succeedeu in ui&KoclzinK the ethyl 
ester of grlycocoll, obtaining the now well laiovvn diaKoaoetic 
I ester* Later he prepared a ntunber of other derivatives of 
I 
; this nev; class of compounds, aiid has been one of the pi'inci-
: pal workers in this field. 
Imrnediately following the discorery of dia^o tcetic es­
ter by Curtius, a number of other investigators ti".rned their 
attention to this new clsss of compounds in an attempt to 
throv; li?Tht on th^ g-ener^l structure and. rnechaniRni of re­
action. /s a I'eL'u.lt of tliese many iiiVet-tiH:;^tiouf cur kncw-
ledfTG of this special field of org'-nie cheraictry has been 
1. Schiff and 1,'eissen, Gasz. ehirn. it&l., 171 (1881) 
Cain, The CheuiivStry and Teci.nolo^-y of the .wiazo-aom-
pounds (1920), p. 120. 
2. Curtius, 3er., 16, 22S0 {188:5) 
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greatly increased, 
so far carried out, 
in doubt. 
However, in spite of the many researches 
the Question of structure still remains 
! -16-
•I 
ii Eist.oyjoal 
fi 
Curtius sliowecl that the two nitrogen atoms of dlaKO 
• acetic ester are attached to the carbon, b.v treating the 
eompound with free iodine, obtaining «c,<<-,diiodo acetic 
; ester and nitrogen, and by reduction to obtain the orif^inal r -w 
j' 
: glyoocoll and ammonis. 
CaHs-O-CO-CH-Hs + Is = CaHs-O-CO-CHIa + IJg 
C^Hs^O-CO-CH-i la  + bE = CgHs-O-CO-CH-I^ng  + 
I Since both nitrogens v/ere linked to a single carbon he sug-
1 gested the follo?;ing configuration (4): 
I E /IT 
1 " 
I Angeli (5) in 1907 and Tliiele (6) in 1911 proposed as a 
! 
I more probable structure, one in vmich the nitrogen at cine 
are in a straight chain with one of them penttvalent, thus: 
E. 
= I = IT 
One of the most t;;"pical reactions of aliphatic dia^io 
compounds is that in v^hich free nitrogen is eliminated, 
3. Curtius, J. prakt. Chem. (2), 38, 401 (1888) 
4« Curtius, J. prakt. Chen;. (2), 29, 107 (1889) 
i:.. Angeli, T^ tti accao. Lincei (2), 15, 790 (19 07) 
6. Thiele, 3er., 44, 2 522 (1911) 
This takes place, in genervl^ if a laember of the scries is 
treated with water, acids, aJOjflhols, J.^rnines, and halogens 
(3), for example: 
R3C=H2 + HJO = H3=CE0H + 
+ Kx = Rg=cnx + 1.% 
+ BOH = Ha=CEOR 
Either structure explain^ the above rei-ctions provided 
the assumptions concerning iiil^^i-aeGiato compound formation 
are allowed» The reactions be ssplained by the f;urtitis 
formula in three oossible 
1. .17 R. B H 
" + Hx = = c^;;^  + 
T> \TVT •D/ A-uT "D-^ ^ T 
2, R .H S E 
„ + HZ = == -i- Us (7). 
"D 
^ J .  I -  TT'''' " 
R-^ R^ S 
The -Angeli-Thiele forraulSj. have addition talie place 
at either of the two unsaturg-t:^cl liiokages, hut it has been 
considered to take place at th^ ultimate and ante-penulti­
mate (8) posi tion. 'Iso QisgQi(?ifftion into nitrogen and di-
Valexit Chrboix, followeci by adx'i-tloii, ma;^/ be assuXueci as in 
7. Staudinger and Gaule, Ber^, 49, 1897 (1916) 
8. Staudinger, Helvetica Ghiz^^ / ctt, 5, 67 (192E) 
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the case of the cyclic formula: 
1. H H .H 
+ HaO = C^-1T=II-.0H = + I I ,  
E H E ^OH 
2. E 2 . S H 
> = s s i {  =  H .  ;  ^ 0 , +  E . o  =  
S-^  E-^  E-^  E'^  \0H 
The reactions with ethylenic and acetylenic compounds 
to fcrm pyra^olines (9) (10) (11) and pyra-.'ioles (12) (13) (14) 
(15) may also be explained by both structures: 
E. /IJ R. .IJ-IJH 
+ I5-CE=CH-R = 1 H = lUcf  1 
^A'K ^C-CES 
n R E If E 
+ SCH=CHH 
The reaction 'ivith acctylenic compounds is interpreted 
analogously. 
Prom the above discussion it is seen that any re­
action that can be explained by ultimate and ante-penulti-
mate addition ie of little use in choosing between one or 
the other of the structures so far mentioned. 
S. Buchner and Iiessauer, 3er«, 26, E58 (1893) 
10. Buchner and Heide, ibid«, ii'i, 34t) (1901) 
11. Harapsky, iMji., 43, 109fc (1910) 
12. Buchner, Fritsch, Papendieck and i'.'itter, Ann., 273,226(1895) 
IS. Von Pecliraa-nn, 3er., ?:'l, 29 50 (189 8) 
14. Yon Pechmann,&nd 3urkard, jjiii.., .'--K, S594 (1900) 
15. Buchncr and "iehmsnn, ibid •, 35, 3b (1902) 
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.Aliphatic diazo compoimds are easily and smoothly 
reduced to the corresponding hydrazones (16). There 
seems to be little doubt but that the structure, 
R. 
H 
is the correct one (17) rather than the hydrazi configura-
tion, 
R. .2J-H 
If we are to interpret the reaction asstuning the 
cyclic structure for diazo compounds it is necessary to 
consider the fomation of the hydrazi form as the most 
probable intermediate compound followed by a rearrange­
ment to the hydrazone, thus: 
R^ .H R^ /IT-H 
r + 2H = I = 
Taking the straight chain formula for the diazo com­
pounds, the reaction is very simply and satisfactorily ex­
plained by the reduction of the triple bonded nitrogen in 
this manner, 
R R 3^ 
0^=17^ ]? = = C^=Ii-ilH3 
R-^ R^ H H R^ 
16. Staudinger, Helvetica Chim. Acta, 4, 212 (1921) 
17. Staudinger and iiupfer, 3er. 44, 8202 (1911) 
-EO-
The intermediate hydrazi form has never "been shovvn 
to exist though attempts have been made to establish its 
presence during the reaction (16). Prom that evidence 
the Angeli-Thiele structure seems the more probable, be­
cause it has the same C=II linkage as the resulting h.ydra-
zcnes. 
The existence of optically active aliphatic diazo-
compounds, as shown by Llarvel and iJoyes(18), Chiles and 
iloyes (19), and Levene and Mikeska (20), lends little 
aid in deciding between these tvvO possible structures, for 
either one may be written so as to shov^ the absence of a 
plane of symmetry: 
H. R 
'* or 
E 
Assuming the electronic conception of valence, in both 
cases there are four unlike valences attached to carbon, 
and the necessory condition for optical activity is ful­
filled. 
iilvidence from absorption spectra (21) seems to indi­
cate that both nitrogens of the diazo group are trivalent. 
18. Marvel and Iloyes, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 42, 2259 (1920) 
19. Chiles and lloyes, ibid. 44, 1798 (1922) 
20. Levene and Ilikeska, J. Biol. Chem., 52, 485 (1922); 
14, 101 (1922); bt, 79t (1922) 
21. Hantzsch and LifschitK, Bar., 45, 2022 (1912) 
-•h 
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This is directly against the Thiele formula, '/•/hioh has 
one nitrogen pentavalent, and supports the Curtius struc­
ture . 
Aside from absorption spectra ex'ifienoe the Thiele 
formula has "been opposed on the ground that since it con­
tains a pentavalent nitrogen, the aliphatic di&so com­
pounds should be highly ionised, as is the case with other 
compounds containing pentavalent nitrogien, v/ith the ex­
ception of certain nitro compouiids. The aliphatic diazo 
ccmpoands are nonpolar. 
Forster and Cardwell (E2) treated diaJ50 camphor and 
diazodosoxybenaoin with Grignarc reagents obtaining the 
corresponding hydrezones. Their work led thera to favor 
the straight chain formula. Their vx)rlc appears to be 
little more convincing than other evidence advanced in 
support of that structure because of the presence of a 
mobile hydrogen after hydrolysis. The reaction might take 
place as follows, depending on which structure is assumed: 
E 
MgX 
R "R 
'\C=N=II-E + HgO = *^ C=];j=II-R 
MgX H 
S2. Forster and Gardv/ell, J. Cherri. See., 102, 861 (1913) 
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:c=:j5r=i3-R • = c^=u-ir 
H 
or, 
R. H 
+ ia-Ig2  ^ C^-H=l-I-K 
R^  R-^ LIgX 
C^-IJ=I3-.R + II OH = C^-IT=n-E 
R^Mgz 
R E E 
0^-11=11-H = 
E ^ n  
Taking the cyclic structure as the more probable one, 
the mechsniem might be considerec to be this, 
AJ E. AUB. 
>c:^ " + HLIgZ = ( 
i^r R^  ^ E-I&gX 
R^  .II-R E AUB 
, + HaO = 1 + LIg(0H)2 
R-^  \l-MgX E^  
R^ AUB. E. /E 
):c , = c^=!j-ir 
R^ ^ 2J-H E^ 
or this in which rinsr splitting: tGlces piece et once, 
E /iJ E 
f + EfvIerZ = /9-II=N-E 
R-^ HgX 
+ H,0 = >Q-IJ=1I-E + M ^ ( Q E ) X  
B^ MgX B H 
>C-IT=.2I-K = \c=ii-i; 
EH 
it 
i'< 
O V 
In the SGm(3 yonr '^'erner (3?) published the resr^lts 
of & similar reoesrch in Miicb he attcmpter. tc tocido be­
tween tiie two prpposeci structuroG. .fi'erner st.artcc the 
wo2ric in t}xe hooe that he mitrht be eblo to is^olate the 
ill10 xme c ia t e c ompounc, 
T? P 
fi if the CurtiTii: formila. was 
the correct onc» He v.'aE uiioucceESful, beiii;-- oni,y able to 
ooteiin the n.yc-ra'ronos IToin the aii'ferent Gri.f-:nr..rf. re^'^TontE 
f^ nd ciiaao coffipcunde used. .As a rccult, rJ.s v.'ork no r-icre 
siirnificiuit , one \<i&y or the othor, tiien of '^orntc-r 
end Ccrdrrell. Zoniox the theory, however, isiat 
probably both ti»e Oiirtiiia ji^no tho /v2'i^?;oli-.Ti:iele forjvralae 
Vi'ero incorrect« instv^-?;.<i of the cyclic Etruct-aro, or the 
strai^rht eiiain structtirc with pontnvcient 2?nci triv.. lent 
nitrogens, he proposed tho ccnfi.-rurttiou, 
n s. 
in wnich tho poniiJ.timatc nitrogen ie trivalont and ll-e 
uitiinchtc nitrog-eii ic Kionovi-, lent. 
In iriO Forster anc J-iiKsjerii (24) -cropoeec jj: r.-pchon^ 
•i£o ?;ern6r, l:onf.itEhcfte, ICO?, le: (l^in 
2-1 • PorBtor anc 'Jim:::orli, ;/. Ciicci. :'-'oo»» 0?, :^ li G (1910) 
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ism for the formation of 3ias:o compoands froin hycrasones 
by oxidation with mcrcuric oxide in v/hich the:/ oostulsted 
the formula later suggested by Werner ss an intermediate 
product, as follOYvs: 
E R. /H 
^C=U-HHg - Ha = = >C " 
H R^ 
They evidently did not believe such an arrangement v/ouL d 
be a stable one for they still regarded tlie structure of 
Curtius to be the foim in ^ vhich ali-ohatic diazo compounds 
enlisted in the free state. 
The JJerner formula explains ver:/ simply the action of 
the Grignard reagent by havin.^ addition take place at the 
end nitrogen, and making unnecessary any assumption of re­
arrangement whatever. 
E  " R E  
RMgX = 
W R^ 
E. ^R R .R 
+ H3O = + Mg(OH)X 
W R 
It also explains very well the action of trisubsti-
tuted phosphines to foitn phosphazines v/nich has been in­
vestigated by Staiidinger and co-workers (25). 
2£.. Staudinger and lic'/er, Helvetica Chira. Acta, id, 619 
(1919) 
-S5-
+ ?I-3 
R 
R 
There is nothing in Kerner's work to give his proposed 
forumlfi preference over the other two discussed, for they 
will* explain the reaction with the Gri?^:ii&rd reagent just 
ss well if a reerrengemont is allowed. 
From the behavior of related compounds this assumption 
of rearrangement is very well founded. Fischer (26) aid 
Btmberger and Pemsel (87) foxmd that rihenylaKoethane re­
arranges easily to acetaldehydephenylhydrai^one, 
snd other cases of rearrangement of a?.Q compounds have been 
observed (28) (29) (SO). 
Stsudinger (8) is of the opir:ion that the Thiele formu­
la mould be the preferred one. Accordin--: to hie point of 
viev.' there are tv-o pointo of reactivity in the molecule de­
pending upon the kino of reagent with which it is treated. 
One point is the ultimate-antepenultimate position and the 
other the ultimate nitrogen alone: 
\ n=F5:Tr a^ d c^=rj=jT 
p/ [ " y 
B6. Fischer, Ber., 29, 794 (1896) 
27. Bamberger and Pemsel, ibid.. i56, £ 6 (19 03) 
28> Thiele, Liebig's Anr,, S76, 239 "J 1910) 
29. JsDD and Xlinp:emfe-nn, Ber., 20, 3298 (1887) 
30. IJeyer, IMA-, 24, 1241 (1891) 
C8H8]J=IJ-CHa-Cn3 rearr _ /*! TT >.rr* r.r r^ry ^ 3 j ix:: -= 0113 
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Ee "bases this conception on the effect of other groups in 
the molecule on the degree of reactivity. Acids, acid 
chlorides, alcohols, etc. are considered to react at the 
ultiraate-antepenultimate position beca'use the r.'-te of re­
action with different aliphatic diazo compounds varies 
depending upon what kind of group is attached to the car­
bon at the fcntepenultimete position, v/ith phosohines, 
Grignard reagents and nascent hydrogen the point of re­
activity is considered to be at the ultimate nitroaren 
because no raf'tter v/hat group may be attached to the car­
bon the reactions proceed with equal ease. 
Although this is a plausible explanation, the possi­
bility of addition talcing place at the serae position, no 
matter what the reagent used, is not necest^arily rejected. 
•The influence of other groups in the raoleciile .-lay have a 
more marked effect on the reaction rate with one type of 
reagent than with another, and still have preliminary 
addition take place in the same niajiner. 
This interpretation by Stciudinger and the other inter­
pretations of structure and mechanism of reaction so far 
proposed, have not been too convincing because no reel cvi-
c. nee of intermediate compound formation has been obtained. 
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In 1893 irmstrong (31) suggested the sjtrncture, 
H - " 
for asoimides, altlioixg he tidvsncecl no particular evidence 
in support of it. This suggests another possible formula 
for aliphatic dla"0 compounds, since they have much in com­
mon with azoiraides. 
^ C 
This research -was undertaken with the aim to throw 
more light on the nature of the intermediate eorapounds 
formed in the reactions of aliphatic diazo compounds, and 
if possilJle tc decide between the different structures 
tht.t have been proposed. 
The reaction with the Grignard reagent v^as selected as 
being the one ich might yield the most positive results 
necessiiry for such a proof of structure. The action of 
the Grignard reagent in generel is one of sdcUtion and 
is undoubtedly such with aliphatic dia^:o oornnoundGp If 
we i:nev; hew the addition actually tribes place we v-'ould 
be in a better position to make more definite conclusions 
concerning the structure of aliphatic dia^io ccrnpounds than 
has been possible v.lth the evidence so far accumulated. 
31. Arrnstrong, Checi. Ifews, 67, l.o3 (1893) 
-S8-
The difficulty in interpreting the reaction heretofore 
has l>een that the -MgX group which, from its heharior in 
other compounds does not generally rearrange (32), is re­
placed on hydrolysis by a hydrogen atom which rearranges 
easily. That fact has made the products of hydrolysis of 
very limited value in determining how the adciition of 
RMgX occurs. 
!?he -UgX group attached to nitrogen, carhon or sul­
fur is readily replaced "before hydrolysis by the ethyl 
group using diethyl sulfate (53) and by the benzoyl group 
using benaoyi chloride. Such groups do not rearrange 
readily and the position of the substituted group in the 
compound obtained after hydrolysis establishes the position. 
.32. The reaction between benzylmagnesiiim chloride and 
triosymethylene results in the formation of p-tolyl 
carbinol instead of the expected benzyl alcohol. 
(Tiffeneau and Delange, Compt. Rend., 137, 573 (1903) 
The mechanism of this reaction is not well under­
stood, but a rearrangement of the -ligX group may occur. 
A rearrangement of -MgX majr also tak;e place with 
triphenylmethylmagnesium chloride in certain reactions. 
(Schmidlin. Ber., 41, 426 (1908) 
32. Gilman and Eoyle, J. /mer. Chem. Soc., 44, E261 (192E) 
J. E. Kirby, working in this laboratory, has shown 
that the -llgX group in benzylmagnesium chloride, which 
may rearrange, is replaced normally vdth various re­
placing reagents. He has indications that the same is 
true with triphenylmethylmagnesiura chloride, but to-
date the investigation has not been completed. 
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of the -HgX group anS tlius the rjianner in v;hich adcition 
took place. 
The proceaure was to treat some aliphatic fiiazo 
compound with the Grignard reagent, and treat the addi­
tion compound formed with different reagents capable of 
replacing -MgX; h^/drolyse, isolate the compound formed 
and determine the position of the group si^hstituted. 
In addition to the. replfeciiig reagents mentioned above, 
diphenylcarbamine chloride, and ohenjl isoc.yanate were 
found to be very satisfactor:/ compounds for reactions of 
that type. 
The diazo compound selected for stud:; was diphenyl-
diaso?nethane. It v/as chosen because it contains no other 
reaotive group, no easily rearrangeable hydrogen, also 
because of the relative ease of preparation; and because 
it has been used in man;; studies as a t;"pical aliphatic 
diazo compound. 
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Disctission of Hesults. 
Diphenyldiazoraetliane was treated with an eqaimolecu-
lar amount of phenylraagnesitm bromide, and ii^/drolysed, 
bsnzophenonephenylhydrazone bsing obtained as v/as expect­
ed from the work of 2erner (23) and Forster and Cardwell 
(22) on other aliphatic diaso coinpounds. 
CaH. C^E. 
+ C^H^MgBr = ^C=II-N 
^MgBr 
C^=1J-1I + HaO = C^=23-N + -
GaH^ ^MgBr C„E,-^ 
ry* / r%ZI \ "D"v« 
^  VJ .A  J  *  
The reaction was then repeated except that diphen,yl-
earbamine chloride was added to the reaction tni:5rture of the 
phenylmagnesium bromide and diphenyldiazometh&ne before 
hj/drolysis. The reaction flask was kept in an ice bath 
during both the addition of the Origni^rd reagent to the ci-
azo compound and the addition of dxp^iellylcarb?:Tnine ciiloride, 
in order to have the least favorable conditions for any re­
arrangement. On hydrolysis in the cold a yellow crystalline 
CuiapOiiilu JU Outijxxicutt JLK^  wclo tiiuu^iiu j-jj-ta. u uiio xact^ji^xOii 
might have taken place in this manner; 
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CjHj C gHg 
+ C,H«MgBr = \c=If~IC 
^MgBr 
C«H, C«H, C , E ,  
C^=H~IJC; + U^-CO-Cl = 
Cgiis^ ^MgBr CaHg-^ 
^C=K-]^-CO-Ii;^ + MgBrCl 
C.E,-^ C,H, 
If that mechanism is the correct one the intermediate 
compound, (C,Hs ) aC=lT-II(MgBr) CaHg , should he the same as 
that formed when henzophenonephenylh^-drazcne is treated 
"with phenylraagnesinm bromide ,for the hydrasone contains an 
active hydrogen which would "be replaced by -MgX, as follovi/s 
\C=lT-ir::" + C«HaMgBr = >C=IT-ir + CsEg 
H CaHs iigBr 
!Phis intermediate compound should give the same final 
product when treated with diphenylCErbamine chloride. (This 
was found to he the ease, the compounds were identical. 
That the compoxmd obtained in "both reactions was bensophe-
none-2,4,4'-triphenylsemicarbazone was further established 
by an analysis and by hydrolysis to bensophenone and 2,4,4'. 
triphenylseinicarbaiiide. The identity of the triphenylsemi-
carbaside, which was also unlcnown, was proven by analysis, 
and its ease of formation of a semicarbasone with 
I -sa~ 
f 
I 1)021;'-.':Ifiohyde. The of the •bonnophciione-ya^i ^4 ~ 
f 
triphcnylsemicar'baKone was f^jrther establisbeu b;; Eivntheei 
in ii different rnaimer« 3onr-ophencneLv-.er;,yr;-.:;ara?:one kes 
treated vvith sotUiraide fcrmlng tfce sociiurr. ck-rivrttive, w?iiG> 
i on treatment with 6ipiienylcf:!rb«iriine chloride geve Deiiso-
phenone- 2,4,4'- tr i Dfcenvleemict rbasone. 
C If C H 
" + 3a!rr;.a = 
t 0 -
I 
i 
' r* V * -r 
I  "  +  HaCl ,  
c^.3r, 
I .iJiphen.ylciasoniethenc no^ft tre&te/<l v.^ith liensylr-.a^-
! iiesiiM chloride to ace if eocition tooic place in the same 
iHamior with a different type of Crignard resc'ent. G.'he re­
action product ip/es troatecl ivith tilphQn.vle.'irDt^tnlne ci.loride 
before iivdrolyciG, uncier the aanse concitlcnn "v'hen the 
phcn-lmagncsi'Jim bromide wae used- /• Vvcll aefinoc. crystal­
line coRipound wEt: obtainoc;. If the rcaetioji procsedeci in 
the sarae "-isi; ac when pheiiylri^ j.raesiijrn bromide ueen t;-)© 
COmpoiJiifi should be tne B-oenK:?!-^^^-olpiienylsomicorbr ::one 
of benr^ophonone. 
53-
r»rr r 
• 8 ^"8 
(C8H5)8C=I?3 + C.HsCFsMgCl = (CaKj8C=lI-; 
SgCl 
CKaG,]I, CT^ aC^ Hs 
(C„HJaC=N-^J + (C^HJsITCOCl = ( 0 , E  J  
%C1 . CO-lKCaHJs 
+ MgCla-
.i3enzoplie-nonG-E-benz,7l-4,4diplionylscrnicarbasone was 
synthesized from the ioioiyn compound, "bensopherione-^,4di~ 
phenjrlBemiccrbar.one (34), by replacing the active hydrogen 
by -MgZ &nd treating that compound vv'ith bGn?;yl bromide. 
C , E ,  
•^G=II-1J-C-!T. + CJi,Mg3r = ^C-IT-IvC-II 
S 6 1 6 
IlgBr 
CflHg /C gllg 
C^=2]-IJ-C0u!I + C . E ^ C H ^ B r  = ^C=W-CO-ir 
ilgBr C«Hr 
A mixed melting point of the two compounds showed them 
to be the saiEe. Benr?ophenone-B-benK:/l-i,4'-diphenylsemi-
carbazone is not described in the literature, so its idcntitj-
was established by an analysis, vund b;y h:^7drolysis to ben;20-
phenone and 2-benv-:yl-4,4'-diphenyl3ei!Ticarbaside. The identi­
ty of the 2-ben2!yl-4,4'~diplien3''lseraicarba.Tide WJ S established 
by an analysis and the forraation of a semicarbaaone v/ith benz-
aldehyde. 
The evidence ;just given shows that ELIgX adds to one 
nitrogen only, unless v/a make the very improbable assumption 
54. Toschi and Anf^liolani, OasK. chi'.ri, ital., (1), 4t, S05 
(1915); C. A., 9, 3383 (•1915) 
i -24-[ 
I that the entering {0^'ic,)al^-CO- group has rearranged. Heavy 
groups of thot nature do not rearrange easily which would 
have to he the cese under the conditions in which the re­
actions were carried out. Eov^ever, to further substantiate 
I the belief that no rearrangement took place, the KMgZ ad­
dition compound was treated with other reagents, capable of 
replacing -ilgX. If the different groups substituted should 
1 shov; the same positions in the several compounds obts-ined 
I it should be very strong evidence in favor of no rearrange-
i raent. 
I When uiphenyldiazomethane was treated with phenyluiag-
I 
; nesiuE! bromidG, and the resulting addition compouncl acted 
on by phenyl isocyanate as the replacing reagent, the re-
i action proceeded analogously to that Vvhen diphenylc? rbamine 
chloride was used, ben2ophenone-2,4-diphenylsemicarbcii2;one 
being formed. 
C=2h + CaHsM r^Br 
MgBr 
C«HsII=C=0 
Benzoyl chloride did not prove to he as good a replac­
ing reagent for -MgX in this work as diphenylce.rbamine 
chloride and phenyl isocj'anate, oily by-products heing form­
ed. However, replacement did take place, showing the same 
position for-ilgX as did the other replacing reagents des­
cribed above. Proin the reaction mixture of diphenyldiazo-
methane, phenylma^nesium bromide and bens^oyl chloride there 
was obtained benzophenonephen5'lben7,o.7lhydra7!one, together 
with some benzoylphenylhydr&sine hydrobromide» 
+ CsH^MgBr = 
CaHs Calls ^MgBr 
^C=H-IT^ + CsHBC-CI = 
^M^Br 5 C,H/ 
V 
The foimation of the benzoylphenylhydrazine hyclrobro-
mids v/as undoubtedly due to hydrolysis in working up the 
reaction mixture* Bensophenonebensoylphenylhyclrasone was 
not known, so it was identified by preparing benr^oylphenyl-
hydrazine and condensing it with benzophenone. The two 
o OTmr> A-)n v*i o jvi /muvi 4**^ r^orA o o 
V W VJ Vf O Ik Xw Wao.WVVXX O V./ Ik/ Uaisj Vo 
point. 
The last types of replacing reagents usee were di­
methyl and diethyl sulphates. In the beginning of this 
-de­
part of the dimethyl sulphate was selected in eom-
bination with phenylmgignesium bromide because it ought to 
give as a final product the known methylphen:ylh;.cirazone 
of benzophenone, as folloi^ i's: 
The reaction product was an oil from v/hich no crystal­
line bensoplienoneraethylphenylhTdrasone separe-ted even aftar 
long standing in the cold. Efforts were made to get some 
crystals for seed to start crystallization, by condensing 
benzophenone and methylphenylhydrazine, but wihtout success» 
The condensetion was tried under various conditions but al­
ways an oil resulted. 
The oily reaction product from the diphenylciasoinethane, 
phenylinagnesium bromide and dimethyl sulfate was then dis­
tilled under vacuum in an attempt to isolate the methyl 
phenylhydrazone of benzopheiiorie« At 160-ISO" ut 4 tri-
phen.vlmethane distilled over. The presence of triphenyl-
raethane might seem to indicate, the addition of the phenyl 
group of phenylraegnes iujii bromide to the rrietliylene carbon of 
^C=ll8 + CsHsMgBr = 
+ 
CH-MgSO^. 
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diphsnylfiissomethane® It is "oeliersd that such a conclu­
sion is not justified since the formation of triphenyl-
rnet?iane v/as undoubtedly due to decomposition during the 
distillation^ At such a high temperature rearrangement 
might take place very easily. 
i^ .fter meeting with no success v d t h  dimeth.yl sulfate 
as the replacing reagent, diethyl sulfate was used instead. 
It proved to be no better, for only a non-cryst.:llizable 
oil was obtained. -In order to get something definite from 
the reaction product, it was decided to hydrolyse the oil 
obtained, and identify the ben^.ophenone and ethylphenyl-
hj'-drafjine as the products of hydrolysis which should be 
formed if the ethylphenylhydra^one of bensophenone vms 
present. v-Tien the oil was treated with bQ% sulfuric acid, 
it cither reacted with the acid to form e. compound or com­
pounds, other than those loolced for, or else a rearrange­
ment of some sort occurred, for no ethylphenylhydra2;ine cr 
benzophenone was found. 
Believing that the reaction observed v/ith the sulfuric 
acid was probably due to the influence of the plienyl group 
attached to nitrogen, the use of phenylmagnesium bromide 
in conjunction with diethyl sulfate was abandoned. Inste&d 
ethylmagnesium bromide was selected as the Grignard reagent. 
and diethyl sulfate as the -MgX replacing reagent. The 
diethyl hydrazone of "benzophenone which should be obtained 
as the product of reaction was iml<nov.Ti, but the plan was 
to hydrolyse the reaction product and identify the laiown 
diethyl hydra/Tine, and ben^ophenone. This would shov; 
\?hether or not the -MgZ vas in the seme position as demon­
strated by the other replacing reagents 'ased<. This was done, 
the hydrolysis v/ith LQiil sulfuric acid taking place very 
smoothly, to the formation of benzophenone and diethylhydra-
zine* The diethylliydrazine v/as identified in water solution 
b;/ preparing its derivative l,l'diethylsemicarbazide (2t;)« 
The color of the solutions of the addition products of 
the Grignard reagents and diphenylciasomethane were rather 
interesting. When phenylmagnosium bromide was added to di-
phenyldiazomethane, the solution changed from a purple red 
to a deep blood red» V/ith benzylraagnesium chloride and 
ethjlmagneeiura bromide the solutions obtained were yellow. 
Just what sigrnificance, if any, the color of these 
solutions has on the problem has not been definitely deter­
mined. It is believed that the difference in color is due 
to the nature of the P groups of the C-ri^rnard reagents, 
^55. Pischer, Ami. 199, 312 (1879) 
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ratlier than to E difference of position in the ado ition 
compound,. 
(The results obtained in this v/orlsi throv; out the Ourtius 
cyclic formula entirely, for there are only two ways in 
which addition may take place and neither satisfies the 
products obtained. These two poEsi'ole addition products, 
I? AU-R E 
I^T-MgX S 
' or ^-N=iJ-R 
should give: 
E^  i^r-R E, 
•U-R R' 
depending upon which mode of addition took place. Both the 
hydrazi (36) and the aao types of compounds are known and 
it is reasonable to believe that they would have been stable 
enough for identification under the conditions of experiment, 
if formed. 
The most logical mechanism of reaction from the Angeli-
Thiele formula would involve addition at the ultimate-pen­
ultimate or the antepenultimate-ultimate positions. Such a 
mechanism is untenable for addition and must ti^ks placc Su 
26. Cornelius, Ber., EO, Register 49 (1887) 
Cornelius and Horaolka, ibid., 19, 2259 (1886) 
Rassov; and Surmeister, J- prskt. chem. 84, 249 (1911) 
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one nitrogen only, /addition may be represented as taking 
place at tlie end nitrogen using that structure, as suggest­
ed by Staudinger, 
B P !R 
R-^  \MgX 
but in that case the nitrogen would have to increase its 
valence from three to five (37). That is not in accord with 
the facts for the final product after replacing the -llgX 
group is a compound in which both nitrogens are trivalent. 
The Zerner formula explains the facts more rationally in 
our opinion. 
H HE 
"^ 0=21-IIC + RMgX = 
R^ ^HgX 
.Addition takes place at the end unsaturated monovalent ni­
trogen increasing its valence to three, which is in perfect 
accord v/ith the facts obtained. 
To be sure the i-rrastrong formula satisfies the ad­
dition of the Grignard to one nitrogen as well as thet of 
37. y/hen pyridine and quinoline are treated with phenyl-
magnesium bromide, the phenyl and -MgBr groups add to 
the rinfx nitrogen increasing their valence from three 
to five. Oddo, Atti. accad. Lincei (&), 16, I, 538 
(1907); J. Ohem. Soc. .Vbc. 92, 549 (1907) 
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Eerner, but it is rejected because a rearrangeraent is 
necessary to grive the hydraKone. 
The question might be raised, however, about the 
probable stability of such an arrangement f-s the Kernsr 
structure demands:. Highly unstable intermediate compounds 
in which nitrogen is monovalent have been postulyted in 
certain cheraicel reactions, but to-date the:/ have not been 
isolated {S8)o That aonovalent nitrogen Ip too reactive to 
be isolated in the free state, is the view held by most 
workers in this field, i similar view was also held con­
cerning the velence of carbon before the existence of di­
valent and trivfilent carbon was demonstrated. It is believed 
that the facts obtsined warrant the abandonment of the con­
ception that monovalent nitrogen cannot esrist in a stable com­
pound. 
38. Stieglitz, ;'nier. Chem. J., 18, 751 (1B95) 
Stieglitz and StsCTer, J. iraers Chemo Boc., "8, 8046 
(1916) 
V/ieland. Ber., 42, 4307 (1909) 
L. \7» Jones, .-mer. Chem. J., 48, 1 (1913); bO, 440 
(191?^ ) 
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The reactions of acids, water, amines and alcohols 
with aliphatic diasio compounds are explained "by the Zerner 
formula as follows, using hydrochloric acid as a type re­
agent : 
In cases of reduction, the end nitrogen adde hydrogen 
increasing its Talence from one to three» 
0^=]3-.!k + 3H = 
The mechanism of reaction of aliphatic diaso compouncls 
with unsaturated linkages, does not ap;oear to he so easiljr 
interpreted at first sight heeause we start with tv/o 
straight chain compoimds, ana obtain one v/hich is consider­
ed to contain a five membered ring. The mcchanism proposed 
J ^  o-i- • —  ^ -.xi- -J .i ^   ^  ^ ;>  ^^  ^J.O till c uiiu a.K> ci 
^C=IT-lC-v HCl 
p. 
R-^ "^Cl 
E 
S-CH=II-I< -s- H-CH=CH-E 0^=11-21 
TT 
I iitrtner > ^c I 
H -^CEE -'-'eating C^-CPIR 
H'E 
III. 
R / 27=17  ^
NQ/ j roarr^ R-C;;" I 
H-^ "^q-CKR ^q-CIIE 
H'E iCB 
11. 
OPhe Zerner configuration predicts the formation of (I) 
rather than (17). The isolation of (17) instead of (I) as 
the final product is explained "by the ketazine-li^e struc­
ture of (I) and the temperature at which the reaction is 
carried out. Curtius and Foersterling (39) liave ahown that 
dimethylketa^ine rearranges readily into S-methyl-5-dimethyl-
pyrazoline. Certain unsaturated hydrazones also rearrange 
to form pyraaolines (40). V/ith these very pertinent facts, 
the l^erner formula ejqplains pyra^olines and pyrazoles from 
ethylenio and acetylenie compounds very satisfactorily. The 
suggestion has "been made that the so-ciilled pyra?'olines ob­
tained are not pyrazolines at all out compounds with the 
structure (I) (41). However, that view has received little 
29* Curtius and Fosrsterling, Ber=, 2?, 770 (1894) 
40. Bauer and Dieterle, ibid.^ 44, 2697 (1911) 
41. Bulow, iMA'f 44, 3710 (1911); 45, 528 (1912.); 
45, 3349 (1912) 
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f 
[ 
[ if any, support. 
The reactions of diazo ccrapounds v.dth eldeliydes and 
acid halides may be looked upon as proceedinp: in this msnnor, 
iX = H, or Halogen). 
/ - / R-C=0 + = K-C-IJ-N=G-B8 
V 
I. 
X  X  /R,  
= R-.C1C=E» = R~C-C-R> 
V ® A \,R 
T I" f JLX X • 
1 
!  I I  T T  r  
The aldehyde and u' aso oompoTind react first to give 
(I) {42), which is -unstable and loses nitrogen tc form 
the methylene oxide derivative (II) » CorapoTind (II) "by ring 
splitting goes over the ketone (III) (43), 
42. Shis configuration resembles the one, CgHsII-CHCsHg 
which has been ascribed to the reaction 
product of benzaldehyde and nhenylhydrorclSiinine. 
By analogy it \\Ould be expected that foantula I ought 
to be a rather stable arrangement. However, there 
seems to be some quection concerning the structure 
of the hydroxylamine derivative. Inster- c of the 
cyclic formula, the following structure ha? been sug-
^rested by some investi^rators: Q 
0 
Auwers, P>er., 22, 720 (1889); Porster anc Folrnes, J. 
Chera. Soc., 9i5, 244 (1908); Stsudinger anc !:iescher, 
Helvetic? Ohiifl- Acta, 2, 5£'4 (191?) 
43. Pourneau and Ti-f^'feneau, Compt. rend., 141, 562 (1901), 
have sho\vn that.EOCBrl^CIi-CHCEs ,rearranges to 
EOCoH4-CHp,-CO_cn5 by heating at 200-350''« 
In a recent publicf-tion Lewis, Ilierenstein and Eich 
(44) proposed a mechanism for the reaction with acic! hal-
ides to explain the formation of l,4-6ioxane cerivatives 
which are produced along With the ketones, i'he mechanism 
outlined "by them is similar to the one given here esccept 
the first intermediate compound (I), which the;? consider 
to be, 
The compound (II) "by fission may cither forin the di-
or go over to the ketone III. 
44. Lewis, Ilierenstein, and Eich, J. imer. CheiTio Coc., 
cxans by tho uni W 11 wo. U Hf J. 1.. -i. L/ v.' 
Q 
47, 1728 (1925) 
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SxT>erlmen.tal Part 
For the preparation of the diphenyldiasiOLnethane used 
in this investigation a modificstion of the method vjorked. 
ont by Staudinger (45) was adopted. Mechanical stirring 
inste&d of shaking during the o:5cidation of the ben^iophe-
nonehj^drazone was found to be more convenient. The yields 
obtained were a little lower (75-85/i) than those recordea 
oj Staudinger (85-98/^) but the reaction tine was shorter, 
making possible the preparation and use of the diafio corn-
pound the same day. V/ith shaking the time for complete oxi­
dation was 6-9 hotirs, V/ith efficient stirring 5'.-4 hours 
was found to be sufficient. 
For all eyperiraonts, the diphenyldiazon-iethane was pre­
pared as described above, in low boiling {SO-40") petroleum 
ether. At the completion of the oxidation, the solution 
was filtered from the mercury sludge; dried by shaking with 
anhydrous sodium sulfate; and the petroleum ether distilled 
under a vacuum in a v;eighed three necked flask, 
(The residual solid obtained was considered to be lOOi'i-
diphenyldis2omethane and the wsi^Jiit rscorded s.b such, althouph 
4-5. Staudinger, Anthes, and Pienninger, 3er., 49, 1928 (1916) 
it may have been lightly impure. If any unchanged benzo-
phenonehydrazione remained after the oxidation with merciiric 
oxide, the amoxint going throu^ in the filtrate v!/ith the di-
azo compound would be very small due to its slight solabili-
ty in petroleum ether, Jiphenylketazine which is formed as 
a by-prod\ict of the oxidation, is also insoluble in petro-
1 
leum ether and would be filtered out along with the mercury-
sludge, On standing at room temperature diphenyldisHometh-
ane goes over slowly to diphenylketasine^ After filtration 
from the mercury residue, the solution was kept cold while 
being dried, Einn also during the e^'i-poration of the solTent 
under vacuura. After weighing up the solid diazo compound, 
the flask was kept in an ice bath until ready to be used. 
Low temperature is ver^' unfavorable for keta^ine formation. 
To the solid diphenyldiar^omethane was a(ded dry ether, 
previously cooled in an ice bath,and the resctioii with the 
particular Grignard reagent being used carried out in the 
same flask. 
The Grignard reagents were always added very slowly by 
means of a dropping funnel, and the reaction flask kept at 
0® to -5° in order to be sure that no decomposition of the 
diazo compound took place due to the heat of reaction. ISf-
ficient mechanical stirring v/ae also •used® 
/ standard sol-Lit ion of phenylniagnesium bromide (&bout 
2 rsoles per liter) was prepared (46) and tho denireo araount 
pipetted out for o&ch experiimcnt* Tliir was foiuao to lie es 
£0Ctirot6 G liiG iviciUcil propsrc-t.1.Oils of piiOii^ '^ L&icifjriGc- iuiB brO'-
mide for eacb experiment, provided tfe bott7i.e vva?.-: kept tii-rht 
ly stoppered when not in aee« The other Grip.:nf;r6 reagenti; 
uescribec ivere prepared just prex'ious to their 
/'otloa.gr, 
28 gr. ( .14 moles) of dipiienyluiar^omctiu'aie VV?.:G 
treated with 2i.»l {tr, { .14 moles) of pheny].ra&aic£.ium "brorriiclr 
V Clti j> c. C u ^  te J. Oi.A O .t- vvi i X T--i. w  ^v.;c"-; ^ j J.  ^ c>^ j. 
iMis continued i'ov one iit-ilf hctir, ixnd then i"c,/(jro7..vsec! v;'ith 
chloride z?- IXine 
solid Insoluble in ether ana mter wjia forisoc. 'I'hiy «-os 
f i l t e r e d  o f f ,  c r i e c ^  z a i d  v i ' e i : ^ i e G B  I t  r ^ ' C l t e i i  f c t  I S ' i - ,  
and & Rixod n^cltinrr point vvith benriopij cnone ohexiv ;J:;. Grc.none 
showed no depresoion. 
•Hhe ether layor wac v:-£;shed well vd th -^vator, dried ore:-: 
;;;,n;:.ydrous sodiiirn ciilfate anii eviiporated dov;::! on s^team olatj 
^  ^ ^ ^  1  . . I T  4 . v ^  ^ 4 - " U ^ h - ,  U v  . 1  i  J . -U.110XJL iXCCi-J. u-'. i-c-u ur;o*ii *-:s 11 
4Go Gilmen &nd Iile;ycrGa Ind. Chcm., 1;., 61 {IvS:;';) 
GilraEHj 1,'ilkinQon, Jriscliei, and i.icyort, J» .'-riier, 
ChoiTic 3oc., 41., It'O (19i',Z) 
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more •benzopiienonephenylh.ydrazone separated. The mother 
liquor was not further investigated. The total j/ield of "ben-
zophenonephenylhydrazone was 27 gr, (70/^). 
The Action of Ijiphenylcarbamine Chloride on the .. ddition 
Product of Di-phenyldlagoffiethane and Phenylraagnesium Bromide. 
13 gr. (.07 moles) of diphenyiaiazomethane in 50cc. of drj? 
either was treated with 12 gr. (.07 moles) of phenylffiagnesium 
bromidef Stirring v/as contintied for one half hour after com­
plete addition, and then 16 gr. (.07 moles) of diphenylcarha-
mine chloride in 7C ec of ether was slovvlv added. A dark pre­
cipitate hegan to form at once and continued to increase in 
amount during the edditioji. The reaction mixture was allowed 
to stand at room temperature for t\'vo hours, and was then h^'dro~ 
Ij'sed with dilute hydrochloric acid in the cold. j:. yellov/ 
solid, 2,4,4'-triphenylseraicarbasone of bensophenone precipi­
tated. It was filtered, dried, and weiprhed; weight 12 g:r. 
After two recrystallisations from alcohol the compound melted 
at 150-IGl''. 
The ether layer was washed with water, dried over amiydrou 
sodium sulfate, and the ether distilled off, leaving an oil as 
a residue. On standing over night the residue changed to an 
oily crystalline mass. The solid was filtered off and proved 
to be more ben3ophenone-2,4,4'-triphenylsemicarbazone; weight 
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1 gr. 'Ihe total yield of l3enzophenone-2,4,4'-triphenyl-
semicarbazone was 14 gr. (44^b), The eompoTina is slightly 
soluble in ether, and cold alcohol; more soluble in hot 
slcohol; and soluble in ben?:e.ue. 
-••nal. Gale, for CaaHggOITs: IT, 8.99. Founcl: 9.40. 
The Preparation of Benzophnnone-S,4,4trix)henTlsernl-. 
•fiarbagpae. from Bj 
5 gr. (.018 raoles) 
of benzophenonephenylhydrazone in ether was treated with 3.4 
gr, ( .018 moles) of phenylraagnesiuir. bromide, to replace the 
hydrogen by the -MgBr group. To this was added an ether 
solution of 4.E gr. (.018 moles} of diphenylcarbamine chlor­
ide, producing a heavy precipitate on the sides of the flasi:. 
The reaction raisiture was hydrolysed with dilute hydrochloric 
acid, causing a light yellow precipitate to come down, ?mich 
cn recrystallization from alcohol melted at 160", and by 
mixed melting point proved to be identical with the benzophe-
none-2,4,4'-.triphenylsemicarba^one obtained in the previous 
experiment. The yield was 4 gr. 
The Synthesis of Benzoicnenone-24.4^-1ripheny 1 seinicar-
bszone from the oouluni Jjeri'vative QJL. cuOKeph.gn.y,l-
hvdrazone. 15 gr. (.055 moles) of benzophenonephenylhydra-
zone and 3 gr. (.07 moles) of sodamide were intimately 
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EixeQ by grinding quiclily in a mortar. The mixture was 
transferred to a 150 cc. distilling flael: and heated g'ently 
in a stream of dry hydrogen. Only enough heat was applied 
to keep up a slow evolution of amrconia, which was driven 
off in about one hour. On coolinff, the fiodiumbenpiopheiione-
phenylhydrazone solidified to & hard red maas« The flask was 
then broken under dry ether in a mortar, ground up quickly^ 
and transferred to a 500 cc. three necked flask with enough 
ether to raake a volume of about 150 cc. To this mixture, 
under vigorous stirring, was added 15 gr, (.054 moles) of 
diphenylearbaniine chloride in small portions. In a short 
tinie the solution began to '.vami uj), and a yellovv.' precipitate 
began to form which increased in quantity until all of the 
diphenylcarbaraine cliloride had been addod. The reaction jnix-
ture was stirred for one half hour longer, and then loO cc 
of water added to dissolve the sodiam chloride formed. The 
yellow solid was filtered off and recrystallized from alco­
hol; weight a gr. The melting point vms 156-158°, and a 
minted melting point v/ith the benfJOphenone"25'i-,4'-.triphenyl~ 
semicarbazone obtained in the two previous e-cpcriments show­
ed it to he the same compound. 
2 gr. more of the compound was obtained from the ether 
layer. The total yield ?;as 10 gr. (295«-). 
,2jBI1£- B»t  g r ,  (.005 moles) of ben^vopiienonetriphenylsemi-
carbazone was refluxed with stirring in 85 gr. of 30a 
hydrochloric acid for one half hour- The solution was cool-
ea; extracted v/ith ether; and the dried ether layer was cvap. 
orated to an oil on a steam bath. Wiien seenca = ith a crys­
tal of Tjensophenone it solidified to a crystalline mass, 
Wiiich was shown to "be benriophenone mi^cefi melting point; 
weight .8 gr. (88/-). 
The acid water layer was made alkaline with sodium hy­
droxide, extracted with ether, the dried ether layer evapo­
rated dov/n until the ether '.vas driven off^ and 10 cc of 
alcohol added. On ooolinge the white crystalline-2,4,4'-. 
triphenylsemicarbazide separated. The crystals were filter­
ed and washed three ti.oies with small portions of alcohol; 
weight .5 gr. (355%). It melted at 124».125°. The compound 
is slightly soluble in ether and cold alcohol, and very-
soluble in hot alcohol. 
The hydrolysis was repeated using a larger quantity of 
benzophenone-2 ,4,4triphenylseroicarbazone ( .0S4: moles). / 
70% yield of the 2,4,4'~trlphenylsemicarbaside w£s obtained« 
Anal. Ctlc. for ^^9 13»86. ifound: 14.27, 
i V.lien warmed on a steam "bath for five minutes in alcohol 
! 
2»4:,4'-.triphenylsemlcerba2;ide condenses with henj^aldehyde to 
form a crystalline compound, prohahly the •bens£ldehyde-E,4, 
4'-triphenylsemicarbaz;one. /ifter recrystallising twice from 
alcohol, it melted sharply at 158-159®. 
The /.otion of .Diohenvlcarbamine Chloride on the /.ddition 
Product of BenzyliQag3ie.aiim-£hIii^  I,'ip"iignylQi.azQmethayie.«. 
8 gr. (.041 moles) of diphenyldiazomethane was treated with 
! 
I 6.4 gr. (.042 moles) of benjjylmagnesiiun chloride. 'To the re-
I action mixture was added 8.8 gr. (.04 moles) of diphenyl-
i ! 
i carbamine chloride, causing a precipitate to form. 
?he reaction miirture was hydrolysed with ainrnonium chlor­
ide solution, and the 7;ello\v ben^ophenone-2~ben2:yl-4,4'~phe-
nylsemicarbazone v/nich formed, was filtered off, drien, and 
weighed; weight 8 gr. The melting point was 118-125°. After 
two recrystallizations from alcohol it melted at 137-129®. 
The ether layer from the filtrate was evaporated down 
to a red oil, lb cc. of alcohol added, and the solution allow­
ed to stand in the cold. /• crop of crystals came down; 
weight 1 gr. /fter recryrtallising from alcohol they melted 
at 160°. /•. mixed melting point with diphsnyllietazine showed 
it to be the same compound. 
The mother liquor from the^diphenylketazine was evapo­
rated dov;n further, yielding l.D gr. more of benzophenone-
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2-'bensyl—4,4'-diphenylsemicarbazone and making a total 
yield of gr. {49/t). 
Anal. Gale, for IT, 8.7b. Found; 9.07, 
,'nalysis by A» V/heeler Ealston. 
Synthesis of Ben?:oohenone~a-l)en.^vl-4.4-GiPhenvlgigau^ 
fyom 5finzoiohenone-4/j:-diDhenyls.emlCc^r"ba;^one. 4 gr. 
(.01 moles) of ben%ophenone-4,4-diphenylseriiicarbazone, pre­
pared according to the raetiiod given by Tosciii (34), was 
treated with 3«4 gr. ( «018 raoles) of pheriylmagnesiam broaiue 
in 25 ec. of dry ether to replace the active hydrogen v/ith 
-Mg:Br« To the resulting: reaction mixture v;as adaod G gr. 
(•047 moles) of bcn-yl chlorids» 25 cco of dry benzane was 
then added and the ether distilled off. The solution was re-
fluxed for one hour, cooled, and hj'-grol ysed m th dilute hydro­
chloric acid. The benzene layer was washed with water, dried 
over anhydrous sodium sulfate, and evaporated to a smell vol­
ume. Absolute alcohol was then added, and the solution evap­
orated dov/n again to remove the remaining ben?;ene. On stand­
ing in the cold a small crop of crystals came out; ni.p.l2£-
130". /fter two recrystallizations from alcohol they melted 
at 156-157=. mixed melting point \vith the bensophenone-S:-
benzyl-4,4'-diphenylsemicarbazone obtained in the preceding 
experiment showed them to be identical. The yield was gr. 
( 1 0 % ) .  
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Hydr,oly.s is of Bensoph erumer .3-3-' ^ 
sfimicar'bazone. • £ gr. ( .01 moles) of benzopl..enone-;e-benzyl-
4,4'-aip}ienylseiniGar'bazone was refl-axeo for one hour with 
80 gr, of 20a hydrochloric acid. The cold solution was ex­
tracted Vt/ith ether, aiid the washed and dried ether solution 
evaporated down to an oil, which on standing solidified to 
crystalline benzophenone. -The aoid water layer was made 
allcaline with sodium hydroxide, and again extracted with 
ethero The washed and dried ether solution was evaporated 
until nearly all of the ether had been driven off. 10 cc. 
of alcohol v/ere addVd and the solution cooled, causing 
2-'benayl-4:,4'-diiihenylsemicaruazide to separate. 
The crystals vvere washed twice with small portions 
of alcohol; m.p» 109-110". The yield was 1.5 gr. i o Q , - ) < .  
The compound is slii?htly soluble in ether and cold alcohol, 
and more soluble in hot alcohol. 
ijaal- Calc. for CgaE^ O^IJs: IT, 12.7. Pound: 14.00. 
V/hen warmed with benzaldeliyde in alcohol for five min­
utes, the cold solution yields fine white needles of bons­
ai dehyde- ?,-ben5!:yl-4. 4 diphenylsemicerbasono ; m.p. 157-108°. 
of DiT>henvldiagomethane. sjid Phenylmagnesium Bromide. From 
14 gr. (.072 moles) of diphenyldiasomethene, 17 gr. (.094 
moles) of phenylmagnesium bromide and 12 gr. (.11 moles) 
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of phenyl isoc^'enate was obtained 18 gr. of cmde benr:©-
phenoiie-2,4-diphenylsemicarbazone. / fractional crystal-
llaation of the crude msteriel yielded eohb benstinilide 
and a small amount of a white alcohol insoluble compound 
melting at 180®, which was not identified, as ivell ae the 
benzophenone-2,4-diphenylseffiicarbazone» The pure benzo-
phenone-2,4-diphen5'lsemioarb£sone melts at 156-167°. It 
forms fine pale yellow needles, insoluble in cold alcohol, 
more easily in hot, and slii^^htly soluble in ethsr» The 
total yield was 9.4 gr. '(06/^ ). 
ijiai. Calc. for CaoHaiOIa: ];J, lO.-M. found: 11.24. 
I)lT)henvldiazomethane and Plienylmaimesiiajn Sroalde. by .Benzojil 
ChlGvlaB, 11.5 gr, (.063 moles) of phenylmsgnesixun bromide 
was Blov;ly added to IE gr. ( .061 moles) of diphenyluiaKO-
methane in 100 cc of ether, the reaction mixture being well 
stirred, and cooled in an ice bath. (The bcn?;o:yl chloride 
WGS added slowly, the reaction flasl: still being liopt cold, 
and after complete addition allowed to corae to room temper­
ature and then stand for two hours. The reaction mixture 
was then cooled again in an ice bf-;tn. h^/drolysed with am­
monium chloride solution, the ether layer washed, dried over 
anhydrous sodium sulfate; and evcporated to a sBif.'.!! volume. 
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To this residue was added 10 cc of alcohol and the solution 
was heated "until all of the ether was driven off. After 
oooling and standing for several hours a crop of cr.ystals 
separated. These were filtered, washed with severa1 sraall 
portions of ether; m.p. 188-190® with gas evolution. A 
mixed laelting point with benzoylphenylhydrazine hydrobromide 
(47) showed it to be the same compound. 
The mother liquor from the benzoylphenylhydrasine hydro-
bromide on further standing threw down another crop of crys­
tals; weight .5 gr. {2. Z$ yield). After recrystallizing from 
alcohol the melting point was 145-14:4°. -Fnis compound proved 
to be benzophenone bensoylphenylhydrasone, by a mised melting 
point. This hydrazone which is not described in the litera­
ture was made by heating the known benzoylphenylhydrazine with 
benzophenone in ;lacial acetic acid. It was found to crystal­
lize with some difficulty, requiring about 34 hours standing 
in the cold. 
s i i l L - 3 f i n 2 y 7 . 5  g r .  { . 0 3 8  m o l e s )  
of diphenyldiazomethane was treated with G.9 gr. (.038 moles) 
47. Michaelis and Schmidt, Ber., EC, 42 (1887) 
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or phenylraagiiesium "bromide and £ gr. (.03 moles) of "benzyl 
chloride in ether added. The reaction miscture v/as then 
refluzed for four hours. No reaction appeared to take place, 
so the ether was replaced "b;/ dry henzene, ano refluxed 
again for fire hours. More ether was then added, and the 
solution hydrolysefi with dilute hydrochloric aoid. The wash­
ed and dried ether bensene layer was then evaporated to a 
small volujne, and enough alcohol added to make the volume 
a"bout 25 cc. The solution was seeded with a crystsi of ben-
zophenonebenzylphenylhydrasone and allov/ed to stand in the 
cold over ni^t but no crystals appeared. It was then 
evaporated to as small a volume as possible on a cta-im piste, 
leaving a dark oil as a residue. This v/as left in the cold 
for several weeks but still no solid appeared-. It was then 
treated with more alcohol boiled with bone black, filtered, 
and the filtrate allowed to stand for several weeks longer, 
but still no ben::ophenone"benzylphenylh7dra3one appeared. 
Other runs were made p;ith ben:^-yl bromide instead of 
benzyl chloride, and under the same conditions but no bon-
zophenonephenylbcnK:ylr!ydrs2one could be isolated, only non-
crystallizable oils being obtained. 
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f ghe Aotion of I>iroathyl Bul-phate on the AdiU-tion 
r 
Product of Diphenyldiasoiaeth&ne and i?hen"lmagnesitim Bro^ 
19.5 gr, (.1 moles) of diphenyldia^comcthane was 
treated with ES.8 gr* {.12 moles) of phenylmagnesiiirn bro-
i 
mide. To this solution was added 20 gr. {.16 moles) of 
dimethyl sulfate, and the resulting reaction product 
allowed to warni up to room temperature. It was stirred 
continuously for two hours and then hydrolysed with dilute 
i 
I hydrochloric acid in the cold. The ether layer ivas sepa-
j 
I rated, washed with water, ammonium hjrdroxide, with water 
r 
I again, dried over anhydrous sodiurc sulfate and evaporated 
i 
; down to a thick red-brown oil. On standing a crop of crys-
j tels came down wiiich proved to "be iDensophenonephenyliiycra-
i zone "by mixed melting point. The oily mother liquor stood 
for two months, but nc further crystallization took place, 
/'•n attempt v^as then made to purify the oil by distillation 
under reduced pressure, imring the distillation decompo­
sition appeared to take place. At 160-180" at 4 mm. a 
small amotmt of distillate came over, /bout one ^xem was 
collected when the distillation wts stopped on aoccunt of 
solid clo/^ging the side arm of the distillation flask. The 
distillate obtained was recrystfilliKed from alcohol, p:i\''ing 
fine white needles; m.p. 91-92'". / mired meltine- point 
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showed it to "be triphenylmethane. The tarry residue left 
in the flask was not further distilled. 
The Action of Diethyl Sizlfate on the Addition Product 
of PiPhenyldiasomethane and Phenylma.$me..sj.iiffl Bromide> It gr. 
(.077 moles) of diphenyldiazoraethane was treated with 18 gr. 
(.1 moles) of phenylmagneBiuci hromide, and EO gr. (.12 moles) 
of diethyl sulfate in ether added slowly and with stirring 
to the reaction mixture. The solution was stirred at room 
temperature for two hours and then hydrolysed with ammonium 
chloride solution. The lircht yellov. ether layer was washed 
well'with water., dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate, and 
evaporated dovm until the temperature of the solution was 
about 50°. On standing a small aiiantity of a crystalline 
solid separated out. This was filtered off, and washed three 
times with small portions of alcohol; m.p. 165-167®, The 
vvei^t Ti/as less than .£ gr. Its Identity vms not determined. 
The mother liquor was heated to under vacuum to 
drive off the last portion of the solve2it, and allowed to 
stand over night. IIo solid phase appeared. It was then 
steam distilled, yielding a small amount of oily distil­
late, probably a mixture of ethyl benzene and biphenj-l. 
There was no GGComposition during the distillation as far 
as could be determined. The residue in the distillation 
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flask was taken up with, ether, dried, and evaporated down 
to a small voltune on a steam plate. l.^en cool the residue 
"became a thick yellow oil. 
in attempt was then made to hydrol;;se the oil hy re-
fluxing it in 60 gr. of 50% sulfuric acid (48) for one and 
one half hours. As soon as the acid was added to the oil 
a reaction of sane kind hegan to take place, the solution 
turning almost black. The cooled reaction mixture was ex­
tracted with ether again* Both acid and "biasic ether ex­
tracts were washed, dried, and evaporated to as small vol­
umes as possihle on a steam plate. The alkaline extract 
gave a trr?ce of derk bro^n oil« This wa!5 twken up in ether 
again and dry hydrochloric acid gas passed in, giving a 
chocolate colored precipitate. This was filtered, dissolved 
in a little alcohol, and reprecipitated with ether, the 
solid being still dark in color, and when filtered was cb-
tcined as a sticky mass. The residue from the acid extract 
was dark red in color, and appeared to be of nearly equel 
weight to that of the original oil treated -.vith the sul­
furic acid. That seemed to indicate, along v/ith the slight 
amount of residue from the alkaline s>ttr£'.ct, that little 
48. iCrauz, Chemicke Listy, 5, 12, 54; C, .A. i , lb94 (1911) 
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if any hydrolysis hao ta»: en place. 
The experiment mt.B then repeated v/ith the same 
quantities of starting materials, ano the characteristic 
yellow oil was again obtainea after hydrolysis and the 
evaporation of the ether layer, /n attempt was then made 
to hydrolyse the oil with IbO cc. of concentrated hydro­
chloric acid instead of 50/t sulfuric acid, /'a hefore, the 
solution turned darJc in color. The mixture was refluxed 
for three hours, and worked up in the sairje way as when 'cof-
sulfuric acid was used, v/ith the same results. There was 
onlj a trace of acid soluble material, frota which no ethyl-
phenj'ihydrasine could be isolated (49). The acid ether 
extract as "before, yielded a dark red oil. This oil was 
talien up with 150 cc. of alcohol and boiled for three hours 
with bone black to get rid of any tarry material present. 
The solution was then filtered while hot, the filtrate com­
ing through a dark red. 
The filtrate vms stirred for twelve hours mth 20 gr. 
of zinc dust and 40 gr. of acetic acid, and filtered again, 
49. A dry ether solution with dry hydrogen chloridc gave 
a giinirny raass. from which no ethylphenylhyora-'^ine 
hydrochloride could be obtfdned. Attempts to form 
the ethylphenylhydra^one of benzaidehyde by refluxing 
the residue with benzaidehyde in alcohol also gave 
negetive results. 
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yielding a light filtrate. This filtrate was set on 
a hot plate to evaporate, but rapiuli- turned a darlc red 
again as soon as it became xvaria, so the zinc and acetic 
acid treatment was then repeated for five hours more 
changing the color of the solution back to yellovv. The 
solution was filtered and the filtrate poured into water 
.yielding an oily light j^ellow precipitate. Tnis was ex­
tracted v/ith ether, the ether layer separated, washed 
several times with water, dried over calcium chloride, 
and evaporated down on a steam plate. 
As the evaporation proceeded, the solution gradually-
darkened in color again, being very dark red \^hen nearly 
all of the ether had been driven off. P little more than 
an equal volume of alcohol ivas then added, and the solu­
tion alloT^ed to boil down again. Is the evaporation pro­
ceeded the red color gradually faded until the solution 
was yellow. Vchen nearly all of the alcohol had evaporat­
ed off the solution v/as allowed to st^.-nd over night, yield­
ing a crop of needle-like crystals, i.fter two recrystal-
lisations from alcohol, the soli6 melted sharply at 17£'-
176**. The identity of the compound was not deterTnined. 
The mother liquors from the two recryst.'.llizations 
were evaporated do^^m, yielding another crop of ciystsls 
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which on tv/o more crystallisations melted at 175-176°. 
The comhined raother liquors of the second crop of 175-
176° melting compound was further evaporated down until 
nearly all of the alcohol v.-as drifeii off. i m&ss of 
yellow crystals formed on cooling. These were filtered, 
and recrystrillised three times from as small amounts of 
alcohol as poseihle; ra.p. 90-92''. A mixed melting point 
with triphenylmethane showed no depression. The mother 
liquor was not further investigated. 
The Action of liiethvl Sulphate on the Heacti.on 
Product of Diphenyldiasomethane and •Kthylniag:n.e.sl3:im_:B2;Q-
Tnidft. Ethylmagnesium hromido made from 4,5 gr» f.19 
moles) of magnesium and 18 gr. (.16 moles) of ethyl oro-
mide was added to an ether solution of li gr. (.077 moloc) 
of diphenylciasoracthane. 
During the addition of the Grignard reageiit the pur­
ple red color of the solution gracually changed to yellow. 
In that respect the reaction mixture v;as different than 
when phenylinagnesium bromide vras usee, for it gave & deep 
blood-red solution. 
36 gr. (.16 moles) of diethyl sulfate vst-s then added 
in the cold but no reaction appeared to taice place. The 
ice bath was removed and in about five minutes a v^hite 
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or a light yellow precipitate began to fom, and the solu­
tion warmed up enough to start the ether reflu3cing. The 
reaction flask was cooled doxwi enough to stop the reflux-
ing and then stirred at roois temperature for three and a 
half hours. The reaction mixture was hydrolysed i^ ith 
amiTiOniuin c] loride in the cold, the light yellow ether layer 
separated, ^ 'ashed well v?ith water, dried oTer calcium chlor­
ide, and evaporated down until the temperatiire of the solu­
tion was 50-55". The residue v/as a oright yellow oil. 
On standing over night, no solid phase appeared. lie 
attempt was made to isolate the unlrncwn bensophenonediethyl-
hydrasone, oxit inotesd the oil was liydrol.yseu uy reflating 
four hours with lEO gr« of 50/^ sulfuric acid. The result­
ing solution was treated with more water after cooling ano 
extracted with ether. The acid layer was then made alkaline 
with sodiuia hydroxide end steam distilled initil the volume 
of the distillate was 500 cCo The distillate was made acid 
with hydrochloric acid and evaporated down to a t;;icl:, al­
most colorless oil on a steam plate* 
The oil chtained wac sho^n to he dieth3,''lh2/drazine 
hydrochloride oy preparing its known derivetive 1,1-ui-
ethylBemicarbvzide by boiling an alkaline solution of it 
with potassium cyanate, according to the method of Fischer. 
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(2£>). Pine white needles were obtained; m.p. 145-148'*. 
A laixed melting point with Ijl-diethylsomicarhaside (S&) 
made from known fiiethylhycra^-ine showed no depression. 
1. It has been proven that the Grign&rd reagent adds 
to a single nitrogen atem in diiihenyldisaomethane, 
which supports the Zerner formula for the general struc­
ture of aliphatic diazo compounds. 
B. Interpretations of other reactions of aliphatic 
diazo compounds on the basis of the Zerner structure, 
have been proposed. 
?}, A new raethod for the synthesis of substituted semi-
carbasides has been described^ 
PABT III. 
A^ TMgT.S-JEQ X^ l;iAru !giy£iBii-.ALIiiL 
AM) LEAS TETEA3EIIZYL 
Midgley (1) has shown that lead tetraethyl exerts a 
•very marked antiknock action in internal combustion engines. 
This discoTery by ilidgley is of special importance in con­
nection with the deTelopment of high compression automobile 
engines. 
This work was undortaken to obtain the unknown lead 
tetra-allyl and leed tetrabensyl and to discover whether or 
not they possessed any antiknock properties. 
Lead tetra-allyl v/as selected for pr-parction, because 
it would contain unsaturated linkages in addition to an ttom 
of lead, G&solines v/hich have a high percentage of unsatur­
ated compounds do not have as great: a tendency to "laiock" 
as those which cont#,in a smaller ouantity. On that ground 
it was thought that lead- tetra-allyl might show antiknock 
action superior to lead tetraethyl-
1. Midgley, J. 2ng. Chem., 14, b89, 849, 894 (1932) 
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MsoTission of Results. 
Allylmegnesium "bromide and benzylraagnesiuin chloride 
were treated under various conditions with lead chloride 
(2). In no case was any definite compound isolated. 
The results obtained from the attempts to prepare 
lead tetra-allyl were so discouraging that it was decided 
to consult the literature conaerning the allyl compounds 
of other metals wiiich may here a valence of four. It was 
found that no all^l compound analogous to lead tetra-allyl 
was knovm. On account of the negative results obtained, 
and the fact that no other analogous metallic compounds 
were known, it was decided as highly probable that the lead 
tetra-allyl, if formed, was unstable. 
No explanation has been found for the failure to ob­
tain lead tetrabenzyl. It may be that the pttrtioular con­
ditions necessary for its formation were not applied, though 
that seems improbable. 
2. The general method follov^ed was that described for 
the preparation of lead tetraphenyl by Pieixfer and 
Truslcier, Ber^^ 57^ 1125 (1904) 
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I £-2q?erira,gnta,l.». 
At-tflmpts to Prepare Lead Tetra-allyl. P0.i3 gr. (.5 
moles) of allyl bromide in dry other was slov/ly dropped in-
I to a suspension of 1>3 gr. {.£• moles) of magnesium, and 48 
gr. {.17 moles) of lead chloride in dry ether» Vig'orous 
mechanical ijtirring was used d-aring the addition. A very 
vigorous reaction took place. After the eompletion of the 
I 
! addition of the allyl hromide, the mixture was stirred for j 
' fifteen minutes longer, the reaction flaslc cooled in an ice 
! bath, and then hydrolysed Vv'ith dilute hydrochloric acid# 
i 
i There v;as a dark mass of insoluble material in the 
I 
I 
flask, after decanting the ether and water layers. This 
residue was washed several times vv'ith benzene, and the vmsh-
! ings added to the ether layer. The resulting ether-benzene 
solution was washed with water, dried over anhydrous sodium 
sulfate, and heated to dryness on a steom plate. 5o residue 
remained, showing the absence of any organic lead compound 
in the solation. 
The experiment was then repeated, using t?xe same molecu­
lar quantities but having the reaction flasi: immersed in a 
freezing bath at -10°. \7Iien all of the allyl bromide had 
been added, the freezing bath was removed, and the reaction 
mixture refluxed for twenty minutes. 
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The mixture vias hyclrolysed with dilute hydrochloric 
I 
acid, and the washed and dried ether layer distilled. Two 
fractions were collected, 35-40® and 40-50®. A very small 
1 
I amount of liquid, in which was suspended a slight, yellow 
I precipitate remained in the distillation f lasli • The liquid 
burned completely, leaving no residue, when ignited. The 
dried yellow precipitate would not burn. 
The residue from the reaction flask was then dried, 
and extracted with benzene for several hours, using a 
Soxhlet extractor. Uo residue remained after evaporating 
of the benzene. 
Another run was made using the same molecular quanti­
ties, but instead of ether as a solvent, 200 cc. of dry 
toluene and 25 cc. of dry ether were used. The addition of 
the allyl bromide was very slow, taking about four hours 
for completion. The reaction flask was kept at 90-95®. 
/.ttem-pts to Prepare Lead Tetrabenzvl- 3enzylmagnes ium 
chloride was prepared in the usual manner, with stirring, 
from 8D gr. (.67 moles) of bensyl chloride and 18 gr. (.75 
molss) of magnesiums To this solution with rapid stirring 
was added 70 gr. (.2fc moles) of lead chloride in small 
portions. V/ith the addition of the first bit of lead chlor­
ide the solution turned dark and considerable heat was 
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evolved, ifter the addition of all of the lead chloride, 
250 cc of henzene were added, and the ether distilled 
off. The resulting henaene solution was then refluxcd 
for five hours, cooled, and hydrolysed with dilute hydro­
chloric acid. A residue remained in the "bottom of the 
flasJi; which appeared to he metallic lead. 
The benzene lay.er was separated, washed with water, 
dried, and evaporated to a small volume. This residue 
was steam distilled until all of the benzene and diben-
zyl were driven over. Some yellow amorphous appearing 
material was left behind . The amount was very small, 
less than .5 gr. On ignition the dr^/ residue burned to 
a metallic looking residue, which might have been lead. 
Another run was made under the same conditions, ex­
cept that an equal quantity of toluene was added with the 
benzene in replacing the ether as the solvent. It was 
hoped that this attempt would yield more of a yellov.-
material, which might be lead tetraben^^yl. To that end 
the reaction mixture was reflujred twice as long (8 hrs.), 
and then worked up in the same way as before. The result 
was the same, only a trace of the yellow material being 
obtained. 
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SUllimEY 
Unsuccessful attempts have been made to prepare 
lead tetra-allyl and lead tetrabenzyl. Their possible 
use as antilmock: compoonds for automobile engines has 
been discussed. 
